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Ceramic Applications
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Ceramic

CERAMIC DOUBLE BURR DB5000
Ideal for simultaneously double edge deburring.
Range 1 - 11 mm.
INCLUDES: DB handle, hand guard and V-shaped ceramic 
blade.

ADJUSTABLE MINI SCRAPER CR4100
Ceramic mini scraper ideal for surface cleaning, trimming 
deburring and parting line deflashing on most plastics. 
Special blade design for safety.
INCLUDES: YT handle and mini ceramic scraper blade.

NOGA SOFT CUT TOOL  NC5100
Ideal for deburring soft abrasive plastics
INCLUDES: NogaCut handle and 
NogaCut blade 65˚.

NOGA HARD CUT TOOL  NC5200
Ideal for deburring hard abrasive plastics.
INCLUDES: NogaCut handle and 
NogaCut blade 75˚.

NOGA CERA-CUT  CR1100
Ideal for deburring plastics and other soft materials. 
Extremely long life. Disposable tool.
INCLUDES: 250mm convexed radius ceramic blade, 
mounted in ergonomically held handle with soft grip.

CONVEXED CERA-CUT CR2000
Perfect for all plastic materials and soft metals.
Ideal for surface scraping and parting line deflashing. 
INCLUDES: Cera-cut handle and 250 mm convexed 
radius blade.

CONCAVED CERA-CUT CR2300
Perfect for all plastic materials and soft metals.
Ideal for curved edges and small ridges.
INCLUDES: Cera-cut handle and 15 mm concaved 
blade.

MINI CERAMIC CR1500
A unique mini plastic handle and convexed ceramic
blade, perfect for plastic materials and soft metals.
Ideal for surface scraping and parting line deflashing. 
INCLUDES: Mini Cera-cut handle and mini convexed 
blade.blade.

blade.

radius blade.
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Ceramic CR Blades
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Handles Blades
angle

(degrees)
package
quantity

package
weight (g)BLADES order no.

Convexed

Concaved

Mini Convexed

Mini Scraper

Soft Cut

Hard Cut

V-Shaped

CR2200

CR2500

CR1550

CR4500

CR6000

CR6100

CR5100

90 12 1

90 11 1

90 2 1

90 7 1

65 6 1

75 6 1

90 8 1

All blades are made of Ceramic 1250HV

Ceramic Mini Handle CR1400
A unique plastic handle that holds the blade 
by its self-gripping taper. Storage space for 
spare blades.

Ceramic Mini Scraper Handle
YT 10004
Perfect grip for adjustable ceramic mini scrapers.

Dimensions: 3.1 x 50mm

applications:

surface cleaning and parting line deflashing

curved edges and small ridges

surface cleaning, trimming on small parts 
deburring and parting line deflashing

surface scraping and parting line deflashing

deburring soft abrasive plastics

deburring hard abrasive plastics

double edge burr removal

Cera-Cut Handle CR2100
A unique plastic handle that holds the blade by 
its self-gripping taper. Storage space for spare 
blades.

Noga-Cut Handle NC5000
Noga-Cut  -  ONLY - holds Noga-Cut blades 
CR6000 and CR6100.

spare blades.

blades.
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Blade PlacementHandles

Cera-Cut Handle CR2100
A unique plastic handle that holds the blade by its 
self-gripping taper. Storage space for spare blades.  

Remove end cap, insert point into 
hole and turn 90˚. Release blade.

Insert blade into groove. Hold in place 
and gently tap against solid surface.

To remove blade To insert blade

NogaCut Handle NC5000
NogaCut  -  ONLY - holds NogaCut blades 
CR6000 and CR6100.

Push blade into aperture. Press existing blade downward 
and release by pulling out.

To insert blade To replace blade
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Ceramic Sets

Noga Cera-Cut Set CR3000
Includes:
Cera-Cut handle - CR2100
1 pc. NogaCut Convexed blade - CR2200 
1 pc. NogaCut Concaved blade - CR2500 

NogaCut Set CR5500
Includes:
NogaCut  handle - NC5000
5 pcs. Noga Soft Cut blades 65˚- CR6000 
5 pcs. Noga Hard Cut blades 75˚ - CR6100 

FREE
HANDLE


